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WV' POINTER BOUNCED FOR Fill ,
Washington (AP) - A West Point cadet was
shipped home for saying his shoes had been
shined when they weren't, a congressman
Anderson said PUckett was asked during a
formation when he had last shined his
shoes, Last night, Puckett told an upperclassman, although he had actually polished
them two days earlier.
Recognizing he had violated the cadet
code of honor, Puckett duly reported the
fib to authorities. Ile was given the choice
of resigning or being bounced.
NY POST Noy. 21, 1970
You know we Pointers freed the slaves
Saved Europe twice by sea & sky
But me ... I once .. , spit on the floor
You know a Cadet cannot lie
You know We avenged the Alamo
Took San Juan Hill with feeling
But me (I cannot tell a lie)
Twas/ shit on the ceiling
& after the lights were out one night "
As deep asleep the Captain lie
I played with my own poody-woody
/ will nor tell a fucking lie
& deep in Phoc Nam (below Saigon)
With Boston Irish & New York Jews
I killed women & cattle & infants too •
But did not brush my blue suede shoes
Tuli Kupferberg
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him a perfect pawn, under
pressure to gun Oswald down.
He had a choice, either he'd pull
the trigger, or he and a number
of his rackets friends would be
sent to prison for a long time. It
must be remembered that in
Texas, the average time spent in
prison for murder is less than
five years. Ruby, as most others
in the underworld accept the
code of going, to prison for a
short time (under five years)
rather than putting the
organization injeopardy. Ruby's
death in prison from cancer, and

MATTE

of a pre-arranged set-up? Why
was it important to have Oswald
killed before he could speak?
Why did Jack Ruby, a
professional hoodlum, suddenly
turn patriotic and gun Oswald
down?

RUBY HAD ORDERS TO KILL
OSWALD:
.
I met Jack Ruby when I wai
doing ahight dub comedy act in
Dallas. 'He was into the rackets
up to his ears. His background
and his illicit operations made

the all too convenient death bed
statement made on a • tape
recorder, again, leave too many
questions unanswered.

THE WARREN COMMISSION:
After " Kennedy's
death,
Johnson set up the Warren
Commission. One of its prime

targets was the FBI. Johnson
wanted Hoover out. Earl Warren,
Chairman of the Commission
was an open enemy of Hoover.
Warren has resigned from the
American Bar Association as a
result of attacks leveled at him
by Hoover in 1957, after the
Jencks decision by the Supreme
Court.

John J. McCloy, another
member of the Commission also
had a long history of hostility
with Hoover. McCloy had been
the United States Hight
Commissioner in Germany, and
a prime political target of
Hoover and McCarthy. Hoover
had seen to it that McCarthy
received classified copies of a
special House of Representatives
hearing on Communism in The
US Army and the OSS (the
(Continued on Page 20)
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original name for the CIA). The
hearings Wean held in the
mid-1940's. and involved themes
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hearings wet R.E. Thornavoo
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none, of the early leaks of

bon, Taves, who later became a
Federal District Judge in UAW,
and tried the Jenck, case. Within
the Justice Department and FBI.
Thomason was coneidered a

information, there is Hide doubt
that JOhneOrl was out for
Hoosier's scalp. Them veva also

friendly judge loot much
ditforent from Judge Hoffman
of Chicago).
Allan Dulles, harmer Ned of

a comedy about life, death and freedom.

the CIA wee who appointed to
the Warren Commission. He,
had a long sanding feed

toil,

with Hoover. Prior to World War
Hoover and the FBI were
responsible for operation, which

Hoover without Hoover's
consent.

Sanator John Sherman

for re-election. The one thing
which could hem hurt Johmein,

Wenen Commission, Lee J.
Rankin, was at constant odd,

with Hoover, when ha held the
position Gf U.S.Solicitor General
Eisenhower
t he
in
Administration. He vim known
to have openly fought with
Hoover within the Justice
Department_ One such Incident
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the New York Pont, w rat to
Washington to interview people
in the Janice Department.
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People, who had mad* prior
appointments to the Duffy,
unidenly changed their_ mind..
Dufty claims that when he was
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in Lea J. Rankin's office, the
phone rang. The caller was
trying to presume Rankin nut to
talk to Dotty. Rankin vomit
• hosing any — he gave Dotty the
interview.
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Hoover', own admission, he
didn't weak to Bobby for the

operations of the FBI, end
whenever possible would attack
and undermine both the OSS
and the CIA.
Commission
Another

considered a Hoover enemy.
The Chief Countal for the

W

eaten to information which
would prove in? Again, by

hot six months that Bobby was
in office. Bobby couldn't have

member,
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beyond the retirement age of 70.
Some people elk: if Hoover
was invoked, how cocoa that
Bobby Kennedy, who was
Attorney General cidn't have

later were given to the OSS and
CIA. Hoover never recovered
tram the IOW of the unseen

Cooper, who had oleo been US
•Amtenedor to India, was
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no indhartion up to that point
that Johnson would allow
Hooter to remain in office

gotten noon to material about

HOOVER SEES JOHNSON:
Johnson WEI about to stand

and prevented his re-election :et
the Bobby Baker case. Hoover
used it. As the pressure on hint
bows to build (as a result of the
leaks of Information from the
Warren Commission). He started
to feed classified material to
Senator Williams of Delaware,
who was leading the fight in the
Senate to expose the corruption
attributed to Bobby Baker.
Johnson, in a recent TV
interview admitted that up to

few days before the Democratic
Party Convention in 1964, he
wasn't Nile if he would run

at

not. Had the Bobby Baker one
broken wide open, Johrnon
know that he couldn't get
elected.
Hoover Imew this also, and e.
law days before the convention,
he let Johnson know, that if he,

the President, would stop the
errecks aimed at the FBI by the
Warren Commission, and rho, if
he would issue the presidential
order allowing Hoover to remain
in office, that the flow of
material being fed to Senator
Williams, would stop. A minor
charge would be brought ageintt
Bobby Baker, leaving Johnson's

reputation dean to that he rased
Warren Commission. Most of
them dealt with the sloppy work . run for President.
The Warren Commission
of the FBI in the investigation.
report was published. leaving
Hoover became and at this
juncture
attacked
the large gaps in the story, Even
Commission and Dr. Martin President Johneon, after he left
Luther King, who was using the office, cast some doubts en the
leeks hoe the Commission to
attack Hooves, whose record on
civil rights caws sew deo
brought into question. Hoover
openly attacked King. ceiling
him 'the biggest her In ArnerIcan

History.' It has since been
charged that Hoover placed an
top on King's phone end

illegal

that at than 'famous' peace

meeting (which took place in
Hoover's office) — King was
warned that unless he stops
attacking the FBI. Hoover would
release information asserting
that King IMI3 having illicit"
affirm with women.
•
Ws involuting to note that

James Earl Ray; the man
convicted of murdering King.
hod escaped from prison a short
time before the killing in order
to dative iols. The style for this
political murder Wan not much
different from those in Detroit

findings. In one segment of his
television autobiography, he said
that he thought that wheal
more than one parson wee

involved In the murder of
President Kamenly — then. for
some unknown reason, ordered
CBS to cot that statemerst out of
the film.
Hoover will he 76 on January
— he's secure in his. job, Ha
has tittle to fear from Richard
Nixon, e grew Hoover fan. One
has only to remember that one
of Nixon's teenage dreams was
to become en FBI agent. His
politiod
relationship
with
1101:1 eff
has
always
bean
esrramedy dose.
There eve many questions stiff
to beanswered about lila
Kennedy assassination—but as
long es J. Edger Hoover remains
in office, we rennet expect to
get at the tends
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